Career planning

Where do Aalto University School of Science graduated doctors get employed?

- Working areas of graduated doctors 2017
- Working areas of graduated doctors 2016
- Working areas of graduated doctors 2015
- Working areas of graduated doctors 2014
- Working areas of graduated doctors 2013

Aalto University Career Services

Aalto CareerWeb gives tips regarding: (Aalto login is required)

- Planning Your Career
- Aalto Career Design Lab
- Job Hunting
- Current Trainings and Events
- Aalto JobTeaser

Get to know also the open positions at Aalto University here.

Career Services of Tekniikan Akateemiset

Career Services of Tekniikan akateemiset (TEK) gives support for job hunting in the field of technology in Finland. More information about the services.

Post Docs in Companies Program, PoDoCo

Post Docs in Companies, PoDoCo, is a matchmaking program supporting long term competitiveness and strategic renewal of companies, and employment of young doctors in the private sector. For a PoDoCo researcher the program offers a research period followed by a targeted research period lasting all together 1-2 years. PoDoCo foundation pool offers research grants for the research period. After the research period the company hires the Post doc to deepen the research results and to create company specific insight. PoDoCo program is set up by Finnish Foundation for Technology Promotion, Technology Industries of Finland Centennial Foundation, KAUTE Foundation, Finnish Cultural Foundation and FIMECC.

LinkedIn Quick guide for Job Hunting and Personal Branding

The guide gives a detailed explanation on how you can establish a profile and how your profile should be built for job searching and personal branding purposes.

International & Academic Jobs

Get to know jobs in academic institutions, especially academic, scientific and research job opportunities:

- http://academicpositions.eu/
- https://www.higheredjobs.com/
- http://www.academickeys.com/
- https://www.academics.com/

Guidelines for international job hunting

- PhD & Postdoc Career Guide (pdf)

Stanford University’s guide gives instructions for the practice of job hunting from crafting your CV and application material to the different stages of the interview. The guide also considers a career outside academia.

- How to Craft a Winning Résumé

This article gives advice on how to craft convincing application, CV and résumé that will make a good first impression.

- How to Get a Job in Academia
In this article faculty members who have taken part in recruitment processes from different universities and branches were interviewed. They will describe the qualities of good applicants and applications, and explain what the crucial factors in the selection process are and how the process works.

- **Manage Your Career**

A professional recruiter explains how to improve the chances of succeeding in the job application process.

### Residence permit for seeking work in Finland

Non-EU doctoral students who have stayed in Finland on a student residence permit, can apply for an additional residence permit after their graduation to search for work. This can be granted as an extended residence permit for up to one year.